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and can be approached from perspectives



what design can do

“Course of action aimed at changing existing situations into 
preferred ones “

Simon, H. A. (1988)

Design is a form of reasoning ---- Design Thinking

Design creates new approaches to problem situations (new frames)

Materialize values we want to bring in society



design thinking in academia and industry (D.School Stanford)

Support creative ways to tackle a challenge
New approaches to problem situations (framing)
Involves human perspective in the process
Path to action and generation
Supported innovation practices.



additional focus to design thinking

Including 
multiple 

expertises

Addressing 
responsibility 

+ agency 
stakeholders

Beyond 
innovation 

towards 
social impact

Anticipating 
technological 

impact



Co-Designing the future we would like to live in - Cristina Zaga
Vimeo



Approach 
containing 

four phases

Separately 
or 

sequentially 
usable

Use of several 
methods and 

tools as 
'plugin'

Design, 
ethics, 

philosophy



Defining/framing the (societal) challenge = start
Q&A w. challenge- partners / experts
Shape the team(s) - inclusive / values / worldviews
Stakeholder overview + roles & perspectives (enable)
Zoom out: PESTLE - analysis
Zoom in: exchange of perspectives / values / conflicts 
(framing)
Develop common ground & way of working





Explore & redefine challenge
Collect multiple perspectives
In- depth understanding of 
challenge, context & people
Identify potential conflicts
Test provocative scenario's
Design fiction interviews
Data visualization
Develop a transdisciplinary frame 
(coherent set of statements)



Priming
Think divergent
Brainstorm & build upon ideas & values
Explore possible futures
Mediate: morality - ideate with moral imagination
Idea selection (COCD box)
Ideate, evoke and provoke reflections through 
making
Practical & ethical enrichment
Making ideas, concepts and scenario's tangible









Evaluate and reflect on future scenario's
What are implications of ideas and concepts? And how 
does that guide acting now?
How does that influence how you see the challenge?
Positive and generative ethics
Reflection on group dynamics & process & 
transdisciplinary frame
And... the sixth element in the helix: how has your 
approach of this challenge as a designer affected the 
outcome?





“A way to responsibly co- shape societal challenges 
and design thE future we want to live in.”

New ways 
of making 
sense of a 
challenge

New 
knowledge 

with societal 
perspective

Tangible 
scenarios

Ideation 
prototypes

Ethical and 
moral analysis 
of ideas and 
technologies

Come up with 
own methods 
and ways of 

working


